Question
What color laser will catch the cat’s attention for the
most time?

Purpose
The experiment will tell us what color laser cat’s
like more. Knowing what color laser that cats like
will help us learn more about cat’s personalities. It
is important so that you can be closer with your
furry little friend. If cat owners know what color
laser their cat likes most they could use that color
to move the cat to safety. When buying your cat a
laser you can get one that your cat likes the most.
Using their favorite laser you could get a fat cat
moving.

The Cat’s Meow
Background Information
Cats are more active at night because it is in their instincts to play at night and they have good night
vision. Cats do see color but not as many vibrant shades as we do. They see blue and yellow best.
Cat obesity because cats get so fat they don’t move much and they could get sick.

If you use a green colored laser, then cats will play
with it longer. I think that because my research
said cats see blue and yellow best and green is
made of both blue and yellow.
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Independent Variables: Color of laser
Dependent Variables: How long the
cats will play with a color of laser.
Controlled Variable: Using the same
patterns with each cat and color.
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Narrative
Outline
Pattern Sheet
Data Collection Sheet
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Ariel

Conclusion: Based on my research I made the hypothesis that green would be the most effective. It is a mixture of
a cats two favorite colors blue and yellow. My hypothesis was wrong according to my experiment results. The most
popular color was red. Out of the total time played 43.3% was spent on the laser. That means almost half the play time
was with red. Blue was played with 26.9% of the play time. Green was played with 29.8% of the play time. My
research actually said red was the color they saw the least vibrantly. I think that maybe because that color is familiar
and less bright they feel safer playing with it. I was surprised that cats like red lasers more than green.

Chevelle

Red, green and blue lasers
AAA batteries
Cats
List of patterns to use
Stop watch
Interval timer
iPad
Google Sheets

Procedures:

Variables
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Cinder
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Find 5 cats
Order red, green and blue lasers
Put in AAA batteries
Make a Data Collection Sheet
Make a Pattern Sheet with three shapes to
use while playing with the cats
Find a dark space to test cats
Run first test in the morning
One cat at a time bring them into the dark
space
Test one color every 2 hours for 6 days
(each color will be done twice in the
morning, twice midday and twice in the
evening)
Follow instructions on the pattern sheet so
when playing it is the same
Make each shape for 40 seconds (use
interval timer), 120 seconds
We will record the time while they play and
stop the time while they are not playing
(use stopwatch)
Record the total time the cat plays with the
laser on the data sheet
Repeat two more times at midday and in
the evening

